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Grow Up gathers almost thirty photographic positions on the
movement of plants through the world, a matrix of biodiversity
and environmental tensions. Each project foregrounds the rela-
tionship between plants and humanity, exploring local and ter-
ritorial, but also international relationships. This geographic scale
underlies narratives and political, social, and environmental is-
sues, as well as post-colonial questions. From the Amazon to
Costa Rica to Taiwan, these projects involve psychoactive plants,
shamanism, drugs, but also the sensorial exploration of a terri-
tory. The relationship to plants is central: they are sacred and lie
at the heart of local cultures and beliefs. Grow Up aims to culti-
vate and expand awareness of our relationship with living na-
ture.

From the introduction by Manuel Rivera-Ortiz:
From the beginning of human existence, we have relied on plants
for survival. Plants provide sustenance, refuge, medicine, and even
the air we breathe. Throughout history, we have developed a deep
and meaningful connection with the natural world, particularly
plants. In this exhibition, we explore the many ways humans in-
teract with plants, from the cultivation of crops to the healing
properties of herbs and the aesthetics of gardens to the spiritual
connections many cultures have with certain plants.
We invite you to learn about ancient herbal medicine practices
and plants’ role in traditional healing. Discover the beauty and di-
versity of plant life through stunning photographs and presenta-
tions and how we can all create sustainable and environmentally
friendly societies.

Established in 2010, the Manuel Rivera-Ortiz Foundation aims
to encourage committed artists whose gaze challenges us to de-
velop a new vision of the world. By rewarding the dedication
and determination of emerging photographers and artists, the
Foundation’s mission is to support documentary projects that
show humanity in motion and capture social, cultural, political
and even ecological issues. The images challenge us to question
what is sometimes overlooked or forgotten, to offer a singular
vision of the world around us, and to give voice to the voiceless
and give the opportunity to the most vulnerable and disadvan-
taged among us—in every community in the world—to be seen
and heard.

Included photographers:
Verdiana Albano, Pepe Atocha, Juan Arreaza, Teo Belton, Thomas
Brasey, Isabelle Chapuis, Collectif Docks, Collectif fiVe, Collectif
LesAssociés, Steph Cop, Celine Croze, Mathias de Lattre, José Di-
niz, Arguiñe Escandón, Guardianes Madre Árbol, Florence Goupil,
Yann Gross, Nicolas Henry, Andrea Hernández Briceño, Cheng-
Tang Hsu, Che-Hsi Kuo, Samir Laghouati-Rashwan, Marc Lathuil-
lière, Gabriel Moraes Aquino, Mads Nissen, Bálint Pörneczi, Tom-
maso Protti, Antoine Renard, Philippine Schaefer, Chuan-Lun Wu

Exhibition
Grow Up
Manuel-Rivera-Ortiz Foundation
Les Rencontres de la Photographie, Arles 
03.07. – 24.09.2023

Featuring the works of around thirty international artists, Grow Up celebrates 
humans’ and plants’ fascinating and intricate relationship.
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01_Maria Celia Grefa Aguinda, au pied d’un des derniers grands arbres, Forêt
Amazonienne, Équateur
© Nicolas Henry

02_Symbiose – Maestro Herminio
© Pepe Atocha, François Canard

03_ Café 
© Thomas Brasey

04_From the series caminoblu 4363
© Bálint Pörneczi

05_Ayahuasca & Chacruna, Takiwasi, Peru
© Mathias de Lattre

06_Flores 
© Wilde Gallery, Arguiñe Escandón & Yann Gross
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07_Hoja,  from the series Apariciones, 2020
© Marc Lathuillière

09_From the series Mango Season
© Andrea Hernández Briceño

10_Nature Planets 
© Regina Anzenberger

08_From the series Sangre Blanca
© Mads Nissen

11_From the series Vivant, Le sacre du corps
© Isabelle Chapuis and VG Bild Kunst, Bonn, 2023

12_From the series surrounded
© Verdiana Albano


